1. They Call Me Woolly: What Animal Names Can Tell Us DB056278
   • Explains how an animal's name can often reveal where the animal lives, what sound it makes, or how dangerous it is. Provides details about each of the thirty-five creatures whose names are explored. Also includes brief factual information about other unusual animals. For grades K-3.

2. Flying Frogs and Walking Fish DB084880
   • Explores unusual animal locomotion through fascinating facts. For instance, a common octopus walks on two of its eight legs, a flying snake can glide through the air, and a Moroccan desert spider can roll away from hungry predators. For grades K-3.

3. Dog Scouts of America DB068528
   • Explains the goals of Dog Scouts of America, an organization founded in 1995 to help owners teach their canine pets good behavior. Describes the badges Dog Scouts can earn, and the ways dog-and-owner teams play and work together to help their communities. For grades K-3.

4. "A Hippopotamusn't": and Other Animal Verses DB032971
   • A delightful collection of more than thirty humorous poems about a wide variety of animals. For grades K-3 to share with older readers.

5. Substitute Groundhog DBC08118
   • Too sick to perform his once-a-year job, Groundhog interviews other animals to come out of his hole on Groundhog Day. For grades K-3.

6. Water Babies DB076050
   • Seven books in a series. Quick overview of baby aquatic animals provides basic facts on behaviors and habitats. Includes a glossary, reading suggestions, and websites for more information. For grades K-3.

7. The Deadliest Creature in the World DB086672
   • Fourteen animals compete to be named most deadly. Size doesn't matter with these dangerous contenders, as shown by the disease-carrying anopheles mosquito and the short-tailed shrew, with its chilling eating habits. For grades K-3.

8. Giraffes Can't Dance DB079890
   • Gerald the giraffe is too clumsy to dance with all the other animals at the Jungle Dance, until he finds the right music. Commercial audiobook. For grades K-3.

9. Kittens in the Kitchen DBC01697
   • When the stray cat she has adopted has kittens in her school caretaker's cottage, he gives Mandy just a week to find homes for the four babies. For grades K-3.

10. Egyptian Maus DBC06790
• The Egyptian Mau is a type of domestic cat with spots on its coat. Ancient art from Egypt shows kings with these cats. They are the fastest domestic cats -- they can run 30 miles an hour. For grades K-3.